
Business in the Robot Age

Or, money can’t buy you love but it certainly helps with the actuators



Never chase headlines or ambulances

It takes 5-10 years to make an overnight success



disruption is much easier than it looks



web

mobile

things

you





Margins on physical things



Software is sweet



Erle-Spider
app store included

http://igg.me/at/erle-spider/x/7817776





snapcraft



name: timesink
version: 0.1
summary: NTP server with GPS support
description: |
  A snap that uses your GPS to provide a long-term accurate time
  service with NTP. If your GPS provide a "pulse per second" (PPS)
  signal, then the time can be accurate to microseconds.

parts:
  gpsd:
    type: scons
    source: http://download-mirror.savannah.gnu.org/releases/gpsd/gpsd-3.15.tar.gz
    source-type: tar
    stage-packages: [ libncurses5-dev, ]
  ntpd:
    type: autotools
    source: http://www.eecis.udel.edu/~ntp/ntp_spool/ntp4/ntp-dev/ntp-dev-4.3.72.tar.gz
    source-type: tar



parts:

 spider:

   plugin: catkin

   source: ./software/

   catkin-packages: 

     [ demos, joy, kdl_parser, orocos_kdl, ps3joy,

     spider_body_kinematics, spider_gait, spider_imu,

     spider_imu_dev, spider_joint_publisher,

     spider_leg_kinematics, spider_maestro_controller,

     spider_msgs, spider_teleop_joy, urdf,

     urdf_parser_plugin ]

   stage-packages: [ bluez, cmake, joystick, libeigen3-dev, liburdfdom-dev,

     liburdfdom-headers-dev, libusb-dev, pkg-config, python-bluez,

     ros-indigo-xacro, libgtest-dev ]



Which comes to consumers first?



Autonomous driving or autonomous flying?

@ErleRobotics, make 
#ubuntu #erlespider go 

forwardbackwards



Services are sweeter!
Pay for what you use, not the tools.



Services businesses emphasize field ops

… and best alignment to customer interests



Transactional update and rollback

for the OS and kernel and applications, individually



kernel snap

os snap

app snapapp snap

kernel config

os writable files

app writable 
area

app writable 
area

any package can 
write to any file

read-only 
snaps

writable 
spaces 
per snap

filesystem



forwardbackwards

Anthropomorphic or functional?

@ErleRobotics, make 
#ubuntu #erlespider go 



Data can be difficult
And potentially a liability



Security can be even more difficult!







kernel snap

os snap

app snapapp snap

app writable 
area

app writable 
area

Apps are contained 
and isolated

app snap

app writable 
area

app snap

app writable 
area



and speaking of contained and isolated...



Should sex with robots be legal?

forwardbackwards

@ErleRobotics, make 
#ubuntu #erlespider go 



Never underestimate porn entertainment



The Internet of Toys



FOCUS


